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Abstract. We study the spectrum of light baryons and hyperons as a
function of temperature using lattice gauge theory methods. We find that
masses of positive parity states are temperature independent, within er-
rors, in the hadronic phase. The negative parity states decrease in mass
as the temperature increases. Above the deconfining temperature, lattice
correlators and spectral functions show a degeneracy between parity sec-
tors, i.e. parity doubling. We apply our findings to an in-medium Hadron
Resonance Gas model. The techniques used in this study include direct
analysis of the hadronic correlation functions, conventional fitting pro-
cedures, and the Maximum Entropy Method.
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1 Introduction
Symmetries play a crucial role in the Standard Model and are especially signifi-
cant in the QCD transition from the confining, chirally broken, hadronic phase
to the deconfined, chirally symmetric, plasma phase. Chiral symmetry restora-
tion in the meson sector at finite temperature has been studied extensively, but
there have been very few studies in baryons [1,2,3].
In the baryonic case, a combination of unbroken chiral symmetry and parity
leads to parity doubling, i.e. a degeneracy between positive and negative par-
ity states. Hence it is expected that in the chirally symmetric phase, baryonic
channels related by parity will display approximate degeneracy. This work tests
this conjecture by studying octet and decuplet light baryons and hyperons as
the temperature varies using our FASTSUM Collaboration’s anisotropic, 2+1
flavour lattices [4].
We find evidence of parity doubling above the deconfining temperature, Tc,
4
with this degeneracy being most pronounced for the baryons with the smallest
4 Tc is not uniquely defined. Here it’s defined from the renormalised Polyakov loop [4].
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strange quark content. In the hadronic phase we find that the negative parity
masses decrease as T → Tc while the corresponding positive parity masses remain
constant within the uncertainty. We use these temperature-dependent masses to
define an in-medium Hadron Resonance Gas, deriving results for susceptibilities
and partial pressures.
The work presented here is detailed more fully in [5,6,7].
2 Parity in Baryons
We use the standard interpolation operator for a nucleon
ON (x, τ) = abcua(x, τ)
[
uTb (x, τ)Cγ5dc(x, τ)
]
,
where u, d are the quark fields, a, b, c are colour indices, other indices are sup-
pressed and C denotes the charge conjugation matrix. Similar operators are used
for octet and decuplet cases, see [6]. Parity operators for the positive and negative
parity channels are defined as ON±(x, τ) = P±ON (x, τ), where P± =
1
2 (1± γ4).
We study the usual Euclidean correlators of these operators, summed over the
Dirac indices and projected to zero momentum,
G±(τ) =
∫
d3x
〈
ON±(x, τ)ON±(0, 0)
〉
.
From the properties of Euclidean time reflection, it follows that the forward
(backward) propagation of G+(τ) corresponds to the positive (negative) parity
channel (see e.g. [5]). Hence both parities are obtained from one correlator.
3 Lattice parameters
Our FASTSUM collaboration specialises in using a fixed-scale approach on an-
isotropic lattices where the temporal lattice spacing aτ is smaller than the spatial
one as. We use 2+1 quark flavours, where the strange quark mass has its physical
value, but the two lightest flavours are heavier than in nature resulting in a
pion mass of Mpi = 392(4) MeV. The inverse temporal lattice spacing is a
−1
τ =
5.63(4)GeV with as/aτ ≈ 3.5, and our spatial lattice volume is 243. We use
a variety of temporal extents, Nτ , with the corresponding temperatures T =
1/(aτNτ ) shown in Table 1, spanning both phases.
Nτ 128 40 36 32 28 24 20 16
T/Tc 0.24 0.76 0.84 0.95 1.09 1.27 1.52 1.90
T [MeV] 44 141 156 176 201 235 281 352
Table 1. Lattice parameters and temperatures studied. The ensemble at the lowest
temperature was provided by the HadSpec Collaboration [8]
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4 Results
The nucleon correlation functions are shown in Fig. 1 for both parity states.
Other channels have similar behaviour. The backward movers (from the second
half of the temporal range) have been reflected in τ to enable direct comparison
with their positive counterparts.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependent correlators for the +ve and -ve parity nucleon channels.
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Fig. 2. (Left) The ratio R for various strangeness sectors. (Right) Inflection point
temperature of R with Tc from the Polyakov loop shown in the band [4].
We define the ratio R(τ) = [G+(τ)−G+(1/T − τ)]/[G+(τ) +G+(1/T − τ)]
which measures the time reflection (a)symmetry of G+(τ) and therefore the
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presence (absence) of parity doubling. R(τ) ∼ 1 signifies non-degenerate parity
states, and R(τ) ∼ 0 parity doubling. It is convenient to average R(τ) over τ
obtaining R, a quasi order parameter, and this is plotted in Fig. 2 (left). R clearly
approaches zero around Tc indicating parity doubling. This effect is strongest for
baryons with the smallest strangeness content, as expected due to the residual
chiral symmetry breaking effects from the strange quark.
We obtain a measure of the transition temperature for each channel using
the point of inflection of R and plot these in Fig. 2 (right) together with the Tc
value obtained from the Polyakov loop [4].
The ground state masses are extracted from the correlators in the hadronic
phase using conventional exponential fits with the results displayed in Fig. 3. We
see that the T = 0 masses are heavier than the experimental values – this reflects
the non-physical value of the two lightest dynamical quarks in our simulation.
The positive parity states’ masses appear to be T -independent, whereas the
negative states’ masses decrease as T → Tc.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependent masses of the octet and decuplet baryons for both
parity sectors.
By using these temperature-dependent masses in the Hadron Resonance Gas
(HRG) model, we obtain “in-medium HRG” predictions for the partial pres-
sures and susceptibility χBS =
1
V T 〈BS 〉, where B and S are the baryon and
strangeness number, see Fig. 4. For χBS and the strange partial pressure sectors,
this in-medium HRG gives better agreement with independently obtained lattice
results [10].
To interpret hadronic correlation functions in the plasma phase, where expo-
nential fits no longer work and we assume there are no bound states, we introduce
spectral functions [6],
G±(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi
K(τ, ω) ρ±(ω), where K(τ, ω) =
e−ωτ
1 + e−ω/T
.
We use the Maximum Entropy Method to solve the above inverse problem for
ρ(ω), noting that the positive (negative) parity states appear for ω > 0 (ω < 0).
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Spectral function results for a selection of channels are shown in Fig. 5 for a
representative temperature in each phase. We see clear ground states in both
parity sectors in the hadronic phase, and signs of parity doubling in the plasma
phase, particularly for the non-strange baryons.
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Fig. 4. In-medium Hadron Resonance Gas results. (Left) partial pressures for each
strangeness sector, and (Right) the susceptibility 〈BS 〉.
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Fig. 5. Spectral function for indicative temperatures in the (left) hadronic and (right)
plasma phases for three baryon channels. The details of our Maximum Entropy Method
procedure, including choices of default model are detailed in [6].
5 Conclusion
This work uses lattice simulations of 2+1 flavour QCD to analyse the parity
states in the baryonic spectrum as the temperature is varied from essentially
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zero to around 350 MeV. Our FASTUM collaboration’s lattices are anisotropic
which increases the sampling rate in the temporal direction, thereby enhancing
the accuracy of our results. We employ a variety of approaches in this work:
using the correlation functions directly, conventional fits to exponentials, and
extracting the spectral functions using the Maximum Entropy Method.
In the hadronic phase, these methods indicate that the positive parity ground
state masses are temperature independent (within errors) and that the negative
parity states’ masses decrease as T increases until becoming essentially degen-
erate with its positive parity partner at or close to Tc. This “parity-doubling” is
particularly evident for baryons with the smallest strange content, and this is to
be expected due to the strange quark’s chiral symmetry breaking effects. This
pattern is observed for both octet and decuplet states.
We plan to use both lighter quarks and lattices with finer (temporal) spacings
to test the systematics of our approach in our next generation ensembles.
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